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WEAK HOMOMORPH1SMS 
OF SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 

IVAN CHAJDA, PFerov 
(Received October 6, 1976) 

1. The concept of a weak isomorphism for Post algebras and, in particular, 
Boolean algebras was introduced by T. Traczyk in [3J. In [1], there is generalized 
the concept of a weak isomorphism for arbitrary classes of abstract algebras and 
the concept of a weak homomorphism is defined there. 

Systems of equations over algebras were introduced and investigated in [2] by 
J . Slominski. We can now introduce solutions of systems of equations and 
investigate relations between the solutions of the original system and the solutions 
of its weakly homomorphic maps. This is a purpose of the paper. 

2. By the symbol 21 = (A, Q) an algebra with a set of elements A and a set 
of fundamental operations Q is denoted. Denote by Q the set of all algebraic 
operations of this algebra. Let 91 = (A, Q) and S = (B Q*) be two algebras 
and cp be a mapping of A into B. For /i-ary coeQ, the result of co for elements 
al9..., ane A will be denoted by co(al9..., an). Making use of the mapping cp 
we define a relation R^ between Q and Q* setting for co e Q and co* e Q*: 

coR^co* if and only if co* . cp = cp . co9 (R) 

i.e. co*(cp(at),..., cp(an)) = cp(co(a1, ..., a„)) for each rt-tuple al9..., an e A. The 
three following properties of the relation R^ are proved in [1]: 

(a) If co e Q is n-ary and coR^co* for co* e Q*, then co* is also w-ary with the 
same n. 

(b) If co e Q is «-ary, cot,..., co„ e Q and coR^co*, co^cof for each / = 1, ..., w, 
then co(cox,..., con) i?^co*(cot,..•, co*)> where co(cox,..., con) denotes the 
superposition of operations (see [1]). 

(c) If 21 = (A9 Q), S = (B, Q*)9 C = (C, O**) are three algebras and cpt: 
A -+ B, cp2: B -+ C mappings, if co e Q, co* e Q*9 co** e Q** and coR9lco*9 

co^R^co**, then coR^^co** (where cp2cpx denotes the composition of the 
mappings cpl9cp2). 

Now, we can accept a concept of weak homomorphism taken from [1]: 
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Definition 1. Let 91 = (A9 Q)9 B = (95, &*) be two algebras. The mapping qr 
of A into B is called a wea& homomorphism of 91 into SB if to each fundamental 
operation co e Q there exists an algebraic operation co* e Q* such that wR^co* 
and to each fundamental operation co0 e Q* there exists an algebraic operation 
0)0€Q such that (o0Rv(o09 where i?^ is the relation corresponding to cp by the 
rule (R). 

Therefore, every homomorphism q> of algebras in the usual sense is, at the same 
time, a weak homomorphism. In this case, there is a fixed one-tc-one correspond
ence between fundamental operations me Q and co* e Q* fulfilling coR^co*. 

Definition 2. Let 91 = (A9 Q)9 S = (B9 Q*) be two algebras and let a mapping <p 
of A into B be a weak homomorphism of 91 into -B. If <p is a one-to-one mapping, 
of A onto B9 then <p is called a weak isomorphism of 91 onto 93. 

From the definitions, it is evident that the inverse mapping of a weak isomorphism 
is also a weak isomorphism (Theorem 4 in [1]). Further, for a weak isomorphism cp9 

the relation R^ defined by (R) is a one-to-one correspondence co «-»co* between Q 
and O* (see [1], p. 164). For a weak homomorphism cp of an algebra 91, the 
restriction (p | 9l0 onto a subalgebra 9l0 c 91 is also a weak homomorphism and 
a composition of two weak homomorphisms is a weak homomorphism, again. 

3. Let 91 = (A9 Q) be an algebra and X be a set of elements x^9 i.e. X = 
= {x^9 /i < s}, where s is an ordinal number. Let Xn_A=0, XniQ=0. Denote 
by 9I(X) the set of all expressions consisting of elements of the algebra 91 = (A, Q), 
of Q and of the set X, which would give elements of A if the elements of X were 
replaced by elements of A; that is, expressions with the right number of elements 
(from A or X) after each operation-symbol. 

Let us introduce formal operations on 9l(X) by the natural way; namely, if 
co6 Q is w-ary and xt9..., %n e 9l(X), then, by the definition of 9l(X), also 
co(xl9..., T„) e 9t(X). Clearly, (9f(X), Q) is also an algebra. 

If T is an element of 9l(X) and a = {a^9 fx < s} is a sequence of elements a^ e A9 

then xa denotes an element of A obtained from T by replacing all elements of X 
generating x by elements of A such that each xM e X is replaced by the same a^ 
in all places in T. Let us introduce the equivalence relation 0 on 9l(X) by: 

T, 9 e 9l(X), x&9 if and only if xa = 9a for each a = {aM, /J < s}. 
It is clear that © is a congruence relation on (9l(X), Q). 

Definition 3. The factor-algebra (9l(X), Q)/0 is called a formal ^-polynomial 
algebra and it is denoted by Fbr(9I, X). Each element of For(% X) is called %-term 
(or briefly term). 

Convention, Any term x e For(% X) generated only by the set {x^9 n < k} u A 
and by operations Q'9 where k g s and fl' s Q9 is denoted by T(xM, k9 Q'). 
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Remark. 31 is a subalgebra of F0r(3l, X) because the implication Y £ X => 
=> For(3I, Y) is a subalgebra of F0r( 3T, X) is true and 31 = F0r(3T, 0). 

4. Let 31 = (A, Q) be an algebra, X = {x^, ft < s} be a set such that > 4 n l = 
= 0 = D n Xand S be the set of all elements from F0r(3t, X), i.e. so called support 

ofF0r(3l, X). 

Definition 4. The subset E of the Cartesian product Sx S is said to be a system 
of equations over 31, each pair <T, #> e F of 3I-terms T, S is called an equation. 
Elements of X generating r, 9 for <T, 9} GE are called unknowns of the equation 
<T, 3>eF. 

This conception of system of equations over 31 is taken from [2]. 

Definition 5. Let 31 be an algebra, E be a system of equations over 3t and 
X = {x ,̂ jLi < s} be a set of unknowns of E. Let ~ be a congruence relation on 3t. 
Any sequence v = {V^, fi < s} of elements V^eA such that xv ~ 9,, for each 
<T, 9> e F is called a solution ofE with the regularizer ~. If ~ is the identity relation 
on 31, the solution v with the regularizer ~ is called proper. 

Remark. The proper solution is a solution in the sense of the classical definition. 
The above mentioned definition is, however, more general than the classical one. 

5. Each weak homomorphism transforms congruence relations as it is shown 
in the following: 

Theorem 1. Let 31 = (A, Q), 5B = (B, Q*) and cp be a weak homomorphism 0/31 
into 93. If ~ is a congruence relation on 93, the relation ~ ^ 0H SI defined by 

<*i ~<pG2 M ax,a2eA if and only if cp(ax) ~ cp(a2) (P) 

is a congruence relation on 31. 

Proof. It is evident that ~9 defined by (P) is an equivalence relation on 31 
because the reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry of ~9 follow directly from (P). 
Let ~9 not be a congruence relation on 31. Then there exists at least one sequence 
{(ai9 bi), i = 1,.. . , n}, where al9 b( e A, and at least one n-ary operation coeQ 
such that at ~<pbi for each i but co(ax,..., an) ~9 co(bx, ...,bn) is not true. Let 
co* eQ* be an operation fulfilling (R) with co. From this it follows by (P) that 
cp(a() - cp(bt) and co*(cp(at),..., cp(an)) = cp(co(ax,..., an)), co*(cp(bx),..., cp(bn)) = 
= cp(co(bx,..., bn)), thus it is not true 

cp(co(ax,..., an)) - cp(co(bx,..., bn)) 

which is a contradiction, because ~ is a congruence. 

Definition 6. Let 31 = (A, Q), 93 = (B, Q*) be algebras. A mappingJf of 
For(31, X) into For(B, X) is called a transformation, if there exists co* e Q* for 
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each co e Q such that coR^m* (where co, co* are performed on F0r(9l, X), F0r(S, X), 
respectively). 

Theorem 2. Let 91, S &e algebras and cp a weak homomorphism of 91 into ©. 
£et A be a mapping ofX into itself Then there exists a transformation <ph ofFor(%, X) 
into For(B, X) such that 

(1) <Ph(x) = h(x) for each xeX 
(2 ) <ph | 91 = (p. 

Proof. If coa e Q, then we put Qa = {co e O*; coai^co}. 
As <p is a weak homomorphism, Oa # 0 exists for each coa 6 O. Let ^ be a choice 

function on {Qa, coa e O}. Then co^co^, where co? = £(Qa). 
Now, we can construct the mapping cph of F0r(2l, X) into F0r(93, X) by the 

induction of the rank of polynomial (see e.g. [4], p. 40, Remark before Lemma 5): 

(i) (ph(a) = cp(a) for each ae A 
(ii) (ph(x) = h(x) for each x e X , 
(iii) if co e Q is w-ary, coR^co^ and, for t t , . . . , x„ e For(9l, X), we have (ph(Xi) = 

= ate F0r(93, X) (/ = 1,.. . , n), then ^ ( c o ^ , . . . , x„)) = co^(ot, ..., an). 

Clearly, (ii) is equal to (1). If ax,..., an e A, coa e Q is «-ary, coaK ĉo*, then co* e Qa, 
clearly co*(q>h(at), ..., <ph(an)) = (D^(cph(ax), ..., <pft(a„)), thus clearly cph | 9t = cp, 
i.e. (2) is also true. By the induction of the rank of polynomial, from (iii), it follows 
that <ph is a transformation. 

Notation. Let cp be a weak homomorphism of 91 into 95 and h a mapping of X 
into itself. Denote by cph an arbitrary (fix choosen) transformation of For(9l, X> 
into F0r(93, X) such that (1) and (2) of Theorem 2 is true. 

Now, we can precisely formulate our problem. 

Assumptions: 
i* 

(1) 21 = (A, Q), 93 = (93, Q*) are two algebras. 
(2) Fis a system of equations over 91 with the set of unknowns X = {xM, ju < s}. 
(3) cp is a weak homomorphism of 91 into ©. 
(4) the mapping h of X into itself is the identity mapping on X. 
(5) ~ is a congruence relation on S. 

Problem: Let the Assumption (1) —(5) be valid and cph be a transformation 
of F0r(9i, X) into F0r(», X). We put 

cph(E) = {{cph(x), cph(S))l for <t, S> 6 £}. 

Which is a relationship between the solutions of the system of equations (E) 
over SB with the regularizer ~ and solutions of the original system E over 91? 
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Theorem 3. Let Assumptions ( l ) - ( 5 ) be true and v = {V^, n < s} be a solution 
of the system (ph(E) with the regularizer ~. Let W^ be an arbitrary element of A 
fulfilling <KWM) = Vn for each fi < s. Then w = {W^ \x < s} is a solution of IT 
with the regularizer ~9 given by the rule (P). 

Proof. From <ph \ 31 = <p, it follows ~9h = ~ ^ on A and, by Theorem 1,. 
~9 is a congruence on 91. Let t; = {VM, \i < s} be a solution of (ph(E) with the 
regularizer ~ , i.e. 

9h(*)v ~ <Ph(H, (K> 

for each <<P,,(T), <p/t(9)> e <?/,(£). Let H> = { WM, /* < s}, where W^eA and <p (^ ) = 
= V^. Then evidently 

%TO = *V (L> 
Denote by aa the mapping: x -• xa. As h is the identity mapping on X (by the 
Assumption (4)), from (L), we obtain the commutativity of the following diagram 

x(x^, k, Q) ^> x(Wfl, k, Q) = xw 

| ** I** 
<Ph(*) (*„, *, &) - ^ <Ph(*) (VHt k, Q') 

for an arbitrary x e For(%, X), if we use the notation by the above mentioned con
vention. Accordingly, we have 

<Ph(*)v = <Ph(*w). ( M > 

From xw e A, it follows (ph(xw) = <P(TW) and by (M), we obtain. 

<Ph(*)v = <P(*wY (N> 

Now, from (K) and (N), we have 

<p(jw) ~ <P0w) for each <T, 9} eE 

and, by the theorem 1, we obtain 

~*w ~<p &w f ° r e a c r i <T> 5> e J& 

which complete the proof. 

6. It is possible that the system E has other solutions which cannot be obtained 
from solutions of <ph(E) by Theorem 3. The solution of E obtained from the 
solution v = {V^, fi < s} of (ph(E) by Theorem 3 is called induced by the solu^ 
tion v. The solution of E induced by a proper solution of (ph(E) need not be proper. 
However, from Theorem 3 we obtain the following: 

Corollary 1. Let the Assumptions (1) —(5) be true and v = {FM, /* < s} be a solu
tion of the system fh(E) with the regularizer ~. Then each solution of the original 
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system E induced by v is proper if and only if the two following conditions are true: 

(a) v is a proper solution of <pk(E), 
(b) <p is a weak isomorphism of 21 into 93. 

Proof. The sufficiency is evident. Necessity: let v = {VM, p < s} not be a proper 
solution of (ph(E)9 i.e. ~ is not the identity on B. Further, let the induced solution w 
be proper. Then from t w = 9W we obtain directly by Theorem 3 

<Ph(*)v = <Ph(
9)v for each <(ph(x)9 (ph($)> e cph(E)9 

which is a contradiction. Let cp not be a weak isomorphism of 21 into 23, then for 
at least one element b e <p(2l) there exist ai9a2e A9 at # a2 such that q>(at) = 
= <p(<*%) = b. Then ~9 is not the identity on A, which is a contradiction again. 

q.e.d. 
It is possible that the system (pk(E) has not any solution in S but it has a solution 

in $ ' such that S is a subalgebra of 23'. By Theorem 3, we can easily prove the 
following: 

Corollary 2. Let the Assumptions ( l )-(5) be true and 23' be an algebra such 
that 93 is a subalgebra of 23' and <ph(E) has a solution v = {V^9 n < s) with the 
regularizer ~f in $', where ~' is a congruence on -B' such that ~ ' | -8 = ~. If there 
exists an algebra 21' such that 21 is a subalgebra 0/21' = (A'9 Q) and a weak homo-
morphism if/ ofW into 93' such that \j/ \ 21 = q>9 then each sequence w = { W^ \L < s) 
of element* W^ e A' fulfilling $(W„) == V^ is the solution of the original system E 
over 21' with the regularizer ~'$ given by (P). 
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